Highlights

The new Cayenne Coupé
Emotional and unique.
The highly dynamic lines and custom design elements of the new Cayenne Coupé truly set
it apart from the Cayenne.

Athletic appearance.

Small changes with big impact: the new Cayenne Coupé is longer, lower and wider at the
rear than the Cayenne, giving it a more athletic look.

Porsche design DNA.

The shallower windscreen angle and the steeper roof line falling sharply to the rear give
the new Cayenne Coupé an unrivalled elegance.

Wide-screen view.

With the 2.16 m2 panoramic fixed glass roof fitted as standard, the new Cayenne Coupé
offers all passengers a sense of space that is unparalleled in its segment.

Comfortable travel.

The rear bench with the characteristics of two individual seats offers enough space for two
people as standard. Alternatively, the Cayenne Coupé is available with the three-seater
rear bench familiar from the Cayenne. Rear passengers sit 30 millimetres lower than in the
Cayenne.

Perfect performance.

The lateral dynamics benefit from a widened rear-axle track. Powerful drive units from the
third-generation Cayenne take care of longitudinal dynamics.

Adaptive aerodynamics.

Fitted as part of Porsche Active Aerodynamics, an adaptive, extendable rear spoiler
ensures that the Cayenne Coupé delivers maximum driving stability, even at higher
speeds.

An all-rounder perfect for everyday use.

The Coupé benefits from all the technical highlights of the third Cayenne generation in
matters of the drive, chassis, comfort, connectivity and assistance systems.

Sporty character.

The optional lightweight sports packages include a contoured carbon roof, 22-inch GT
Design wheels in lightweight design, seat centres in classic checked fabric, and carbon
and Alcantara® highlights in the interior.

Extensive equipment.

The new Cayenne Coupé offers extensive standard equipment, including the Sport Chrono

Package, new, eight-way sports seats with integrated head rests, Park Assist with
reversing camera, PASM and 20-inch wheels.
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